
Chapter ti. Prepositions 

Exercise 1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions. 
More than one choice is possible in certain cases: 

1. We had coffee ___ Cafe Coffee Day ___ Rajouri Garden

___ our way back home.

2. Delhi is the north India the river Yamuna. 
--- --- ---

3. Rosy jumped ___ the diving board ___ the swimming pool.

4. Kunal came ___ the house, got ___ his motorbike and

drove away.

5. She was wearing a smart blue dress ___ her raincoat.

6. Her purse was lying ___ the floor ___ the sofa.

7. While coming home

___ a small bridge.

the railway station, we drove 

8. There is a post office ___ my house. You can see it ___ my

window.

9. We walked ___ the railway track ___ about half an hour.

10. I shall be flying ___ New Delhi ___ Chennai tomorrow. I

shall be arriving Chennai 9 p.m.

11. There is a book shop ___ the chemists's and the restaurant.

12. They went on holiday to Darjeeling the summer and 
---

again ___ Diwali.

13. If you want a ticket ___ the first show ___ the movie, let

me know latest ___ next Monday.

14. I have been interested ___ classical music ___ quite

some time.

15. She resigned her job a week ____ her marriage. She has been

____ home ____ then.
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Exercise 2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions: 

1. Are you angry ___ me ___ being late?

2. I am tired ___ doing the same thing everyday.

3. It was kind ___ you to give us a lift ___ the airport.

4. There is no need ___ you to shout. am not hard ___ 

hearing.

5. You can pay ___ cheque or ___ cash. Which would you

prefer?

6. I carried your book __ _ me mistake. I am really 

sorry.

7. The relationship

really good.

8. We are capable

time. 
---

our company and our customers 1s 

doing this project but we are short 

9. You have been learning how to drive ___ about a year now.

Why are you worried ___ your driving test?

10. Sneha is very good explaining things. I am surprised 

her communication skills. 
---
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